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 USDCAD firmer on the day, risks still tilted towards a retest of the upper 1.33s.
 EURCAD softer on the day, short, medium term price signals are bearish.
 GBPCAD eases after stall and reversal from upper 1.72s.
 CADMXN extends consolidation below 14.40.
 AUDCAD range breakdown targets 0.9315/20 near-term.
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 CADJPY rebounds but weekly bear reversal last week points lower.
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USDCAD closed strongly Friday, suggesting the
correction off the failed 200-day MA test could
well develop into something a little more
substantial. We still lean towards the idea that
the USD peaked in a major way through the turn
of the year and the mid-Jan pause/rebound
represented a bear flag signal (which implies
scope for a push to the 1.28 area in measured
move terms). However, the strength of the USD
rebound last week, forming a bullish “engulfing”
week in the process, suggests further USD
upside testing in the near term at least. Trend
signals are flat and neutral across a range of
time frames, suggesting the USD has a lot of
work to do in order to carve out a strong trend
(either way). Rather, perhaps, we can expect
some choppy trading—with a higher bias—in
the next week or so. We see resistance in the
upper 1.33 area (note, 40-day MA at 1.3356);
support is 1.3255/60.

EURCAD is softer on the day and looking
vulnerable to further losses after failing to hold
last week’s test of the 100– and 200-day MA
signals. Shorter-term price signals are weak—
an intraday downtrend is well-establish and
hourly price signals suggest modest corrective
gains last week are reversing (minor, bearish
H&S breakdown below noted support around
1.5020, which is now important resistance on
the short-term chart). We continue to look for
more downside movement in the cross towards
1.47/1.48.
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GBPCAD is weaker, with firm resistance in the
1.7275/00 area—the former range ceiling—
capping gains last week. The GBP has eased
under the 40-day MA (1.7163—now resistance)
and may well extend losses on the day below
the 1.71 area—where the 200-day MA comes
in. Short-term trend signals are tilting bearish
but the longer run trend signals are muted at the
moment. More weakness seems to lie ahead in
the short run at least and we still rather think
that longer run risks are geared to a retest of
1.66/1.67 area.

CADMXN is extending Friday’s consolidation
just below 14.40 as it trades around the lower
end of its 14.20-14.65 range from late
December. Momentum indicators are bearish
and the DMI’s are confirming however we
remain neutral awaiting a break of the two
month range. We still anticipate medium-term
gains back toward the 100 and 200 day MA’s
around 14.80. .

AUDCAD is holding near last week’s low but
retains a soft undertone. The break under the
Jan/early Feb range base suggests short-term
downside risks extend to the 0.9315/20 area
(assuming a double top at 0.9578). We note
that the AUD stalled against the 200-day MA
last month (and the 200-week MA in Dec) and
that short, medium and longer run trend studies
are aligned bearishly for the AUD. This
suggests ongoing downside pressure and
limited scope for counter-trend corrections. We
continue to look for the mid-0.94s to cap and
retain a high conviction bear view for the AUD to
fall the 0.91/0.92 area in the medium-term.
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CADJPY’s recovery today may make it look as
if our bearish shift last week was mistimed but it
would be a mistake to conclude that the CAD
can rally too far, we feel. On the basis of last
week’s price action overall—a major weekly
reversal (key reversal week, in fact) against
combined retracement resistance points—the
cross has peaked and short/medium term risks
are swinging lower again.
We expect firm
resistance in the mid/upper 83s. Support is
82.25.
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